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One of the best meetings of the season was held at the 
Clemson-Oconee County Airport on Sunday, September 26th. The 
host for the meeting was Reid Garrison who is the new operator 
at the Clemson-Oconee County Airport. A total of forty-four 
airplanes flew in for the meeting and one hundred and six per
sons were served breakfast at Dan's Restaurant in Clemson. 
Transportation was furnished by members of the Clemson Aero 
Club and other aviation groups. Prizes were presented from 
the various companies in the Clemson area and each member was 
given some of the Oconee apples. We wish to thank Reid for 
his efforts for arranging this fine meeting. 

The October lOth meeting will be held at Summerville. 
Probably the most important meeting of the year will be 

the annual Founder's Day meeting at Orangeburg. This meeting 
is scheduled for October 24th and Cecil Hadwin is making ar
rangements for the breakfast. This meeting is held in Orange
burg each year to honor Tom Summers who founded the Breakfast 
Club in the 1930's. 

The election of officers for the coming year will be con
ducted at this meeting so be sure to plan now to attend and 
cast your vote. Officers for the current year are Paul Fillman, 
President; Homer Collum, Vice President of Upper South Carolina; 
Earl Kirkwood, Vice President of Lower South Carolina and Mrs. 
Paul Fillman, Secr etar y . 
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PUBLIC HEARING ON PARACHUTE JUMPING 

TO BE HELD NOVEM 3ER 4 

A public hearing to consider ·revisions to existing sport 
parachute jumping rules will be held by the Federal Aviation 
Agency on November 4 at 10:00 A. M. at the Agency's Washing-
ton headquarters, 800 !~dependence Ave., S. W. , 

FAA announced the hearing in connection with the issuance 
of an advance notice or proposed rule-making to obtain early 
public participation in deciding the need ror revising current 
rules and in identifying regulatory aspects or parachute 
jumping which may require change. 

The Air Transport Association or America {ATA) and the Air 
Line Pilots Association (ALPA) both advocate revision or the 
parachute jumping regulations {Part 105, Federal Aviation 
Regulations) by restricting these activities when performed 
in controlled airspace and in approved off-airway routes out
side or controlled airspace. 

Parachute jumping is conducted at several hundred locations 
throughout the U. s. within both controlled and uncontrolled 
airspace. It is estimated there are over 30,000 sports para
chutists making over three-quarters or a million jumps 
annually. The extent or these activities varies greatly at 
the various sites, from nearly continuous jumping on an or
ganized basis during a large part or the year to infrequent 
jumping of short duration and limited almost entirely to good 
weather months. 

Persons interested in presenting oral statements at the 
November 4 hearing should notify FAA by October 28 or their 
intent, stating amount or time they would like. Written 
comments rrom those unable to attend the hearing should reach 
the Agency by the same date to be made part or the written 
hearing record. Communications should be addressed to FAA 
Rules Docket, Attention: Presiding Officer, Public Hearing 
on Part 105, Parachute Jumping, Washington, D. c. 20553. 

SUMTER AIRWAYS 

Billy Lynam of Sumter Airways announces that Mr. Matt 
Mathison has joined his staff as A&P Mechanic. Matt has 
been in aviation since 1942 and received his A&P license in 
1946. He has had a wide variety of experience ranging from 
Cubs to DC-6's. 

sumter Airways is now performing minor and major maintenance 
and repairs. 



FEDERAL AVIATION AGENCY 
VFR EXAM-0-GRAM *NO. 32 

SIGNPOSTS IN THE SKY 

Clouds are nature's signposts in the sky. Long before 
meteorology became established as a science, man learned 
to read the coming storm in the gathering thunderhead, and 
see the promise of rain in a mackerel sky or a halo around 
the moon. The various forms that clouds take are still among 
the important indicators of future weather even for modern 
forecasters. To those who take the trouble to read these signs, 
a change in the weather seldom comes as a surprise. 

WHAT CAUSES WEATHER? Most visible weather, when 
reduced to its simplest term, is determined by the amount of 
moisture in the air, and as surely as night follows day, clouds 
and precipitation are accompanied by high moisture content. 
The signs pointing to weather change, usually in a high to low 
cloud sequence, are as obvious as the changing cloud forma-
tions themselves. 

WHAT CAN A PILOT DETERMINE FROM THE WEATHER SIGNS? Any informed airman can borrow 
a leaf from the book of the skilled mariner or woodsman and learn to recognize cloud types and under
stand what these different signs mean in terms of: 

a. Probable weather d. Turbulence 
b. Interpreting weather reports e. Precipitation 
c. Judging the weather while in flight f. Icing hazards 

Before we look at the signs, however, we should examine a few things about their make-up. 

THE SHAPE OF CLOUDS 
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HOW CAN A PILOT IDENTIFY THE THREE BASIC CLOUD FORMS? 

1- STRATUS - Does it sound like straight? Well, it is! Remember the flat streaks or layers of 
smoke that hung over the room during a "friendly" game of pinocle? Yep--that's your stratus 
cloud form. ---

2- CUMULUS- Reminds you of accumulated, doesn't it? Shades of a weather prophet, it is! 
Remember the wooly, billowy shape of the accumulated puffs of the cigar smokers during the 
pinocle game? Right you are--they were making cumulus shapes. 

3- CffiRUS- Sound kinda icy? It is! Remember the webby, fibrous "smoke" which flows from 
the open food locker? Yes, sir--that's your cirrus cloud form! 

• Eu.m -0-Grams are non-directive 1n nature and are 
laaued solely as an information service to tndlviduall 
tntereeted in Airman Written Examtnailone. 

Prepued by FAA Fllsht 8taDdarde Serrlce 

7/65 ==::~~~Section 
<*lahoma City, <*lahoma 73118 

Ezam·O·Grame avai.lable free of ebarp in Umited 
!~!!!!!!!!!. ffom UU. ofttce. --

Permtulon granted to reproduce UU. material. 
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THE VOCABULARY OF CLOUDS 

HOW CAN A PILOT EASILY LEARN THE NAMES OF CLOUDS? Just add a descriptive suffix or pre
fix to the three basic cloud forms. For example: 

(a) Alto (high) * (b) Fractus (broken) (c) Nimbo (raincloud) 

*Refers actually to middle clouds. 

We can have a cloud vocabulary adequate for everyday needs by combining the names of the three 
basic cloud types with one another, as well as with these qualifying terms; like so: 

(a) Cirro-cumulus 
(b) Cirro-stratus 
(c) Alto-cumulus 

(d) Alto-stratus 
(e) Strato-cumulus 
(f) Cumulus-fractus 

THE CLOUD SIGNS 

(g) Nimbo-stratus 
(h) Stratus-fractus 
(i) Cumulo-nimbus 

HOW CAN A PILOT READ THE CLOUD SIGNS ? Just put the components together and by observing 
three important steps, go about the task of interpretation. 

STEPS: (a ) Identify the clouds. 
(b) Observe their a ltitude and dir ection of movement. 
(c) Observe the sequence of cloud formations. 
(d) Obser ve the surfa ce wind direction. 

Typical major cloud signs appear below and on the opposite page along with the caption forecasts for 
each. Each one in its appearance, its altitude, and its direction of movement usually foretells a 
part icular kind of weather when related to a steady surface wind direction. Study them carefully. 
Understa nd that exceptions can and will occur, and that there is no substitute for a thorough weather 
b riefing from a t r ained forecaster or briefer . 

CIRRUS 20,000 TO 40,000 FEET 

Ic " ·louds. Coocl weather if winds from \V ~W 
to ~:. Precipitation likely within 20 to 30 hours 
if ':'inds steady from NE E to S. 

ALTOCUMULUS 8,000 TO 20,000 FEET 

Cloud tops forming altocumulus cumulogenitus 
usually bring precipitation in 5-10 hours, gusty 
winds, thunder showers, wind squalls. 
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CIRROCUMULUS 20,000 TO 40,000 FEET 

Ice clouds. Precipitation likely 15-20 hours if 
wind NE to S. Early summer A.M. often after· 
noon thunder showers. Other winds overcast. 

ALTOSTRATUS 8,000 TO 20,000 FEET 

Precipitation likely within 10 to 20 hours if 
wind is steady from NE to S. Sun appears be
hind frosted glass. Other winds overcast sky. 

I 
CIRROSTRATUS 20,000 TO 40,000 FEET 

Precipitation likely within 15 to 24 hours if 
wind steady from :\l'E to S. Prismatic effect of 
sun or moon through ice crystals cause halo. 

LENTICULAR 8.000-20,000 FEET 
A sign of danger. This type of c1oud is as
sociated with high winds, standing waves, and 
severe to extreme turbulence in mountainous 
regions. 



NIMBOSTRATUS BELOW 8,000 FEET 

Rain or snow clouds. Precipitation of long 
duration if winds NE to S, or shorter duration 
if winds are from SW toW toN. 

CUMULUS BASE TO TOP, 8,000-45,000 
FEET 

Fair weather clouds if they show no vertical 
development. Can build up and develop into 
cumulus congestus or cumulonimbus clouds. 

~ 
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STRATOCUMULUS BELOW 8,000 FEET 

Immediate threatener of bad weather from a 
Sprinkle to heavy precipitation. If at head of 
cold front, gusty winds or thunder shower. 

CUMULONIMBUS MAMMA 8,000-10,000 
FEET 

Seldom seen low to middle clouds. Associated 
with severe wind squalls, hail, heavy precipita
tion, tornadoes and thunderstorms. 

STRATUS BELOW 8,000 FEET 

Winds from NE to S may bring heavy precipita
tion. Other winds bring only light drizzle or an 
overcast sky. 

CUMULONIMBUS BASE TO TOP, 
10,000-60,000 FEET 

Precipitation Jikely and soon coming usually 
from SW W to N. Distant clouds often show 
an anvil-shaped cirroform cap. 

TYPICAL STABLE AIR WARM FRONT 

()SntATUS 
CIRROSTRAJVS. 

Sj 

WHAT CLOUD SIGNS GENERALLY PRECEDE A TYPICAL SURFACE WARM FRONT? Imagine your
self at ground point "A" above. You have really been there many times. Observe and remember the 
following: 

(a) Preceding the surface position of the front and approaching from a westerly direction are high 
cirrus clouds, thickening and lowering to cirro-stratus, alto-cumulus, alto-stratus, and 
finally nimbo-stratus or cumulo-nimbus. 

(b) Precipitation can· usually be expected in one to three days after the first sign of cirrus, and 
(c) Weather is widespread and of comparatively long duration. 

WHAT OTHER SIGNS PRECEDE THE WARM FRONT? Surface warm fronts are generally preceded 
by (a) a slowly falling barometer, and (b) surface winds blowing steadily from a southeasterly direc
tion. 

\ 
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WHAT CLOUD SIGNS GENERALLY PRECEDE A TYPICAL SURFACE COLD FRONT? Imagine your
self at ground point "B" and observe the following: (a) the transition of clouds is likely to take place 
in a few hours, (b) usually there is little warning from cirrus clouds--only cumulnorm clouds appear, 
(c) heavy precipitation is likely in 5-10 hours after appearance of clouds, and (d) weather is typically 
more violent and short-lived than warm front weather. 

WHAT OTHER SIGNS PRECEDE THE COLD FRONT? The typical surface cold front is preceded by 
(a) a rapidly falling barometer, and (b) surface winds blowing steadily from a southwesterly direction. 

CONCLUSIONS. Two inescapable and often exasperating facts mark a pilot's personal relations with 
the weather. One is that from his first flight to his last it is always there, in one form or another. 
The second absolute is the certainty of change without even token reference to the needs or wishes of 
the pilot. H a pilot is capable of "eye balling" the "signposts in the sky" with discrimination and 
judgment, he is better equipped to live with the weather as he must--on its terms. 

EXPER!MENTAL AIRCRAFT ASSOCIATION 

Experimental Aircraft enthusiasts in the greater Columbia 
area have organized a Chapter of the Experimental Aircraft 
Association. This national non-profit organization is de
s~ned to promote general aviation by guiding interested per
sJns in restoring or building aircraft of their own design 
o~ tested designs of others. 

Officers of the Columbia Chapter are M. V. Blanton of 
1815 Stratford Road, Cayce, President; Warren Hall of H & H 
Aviation, Vice President; and Xen Motsinger, Secretary-Treasurer. 

The new Chapter meets on the second Thursday of each month. 
This month's meeting is scheduled for the conference room in 
the terminal at the Columbia Metropolitan Airport. Anyone 
interested in joining should contact Mr. Blanton or Mr. Hall 
for additional information,. 

The new Chapter now has sixteen members and they have 
three projects under construction, including one rotorcraft. 
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COLUMBIA METROPOLITAN AIRPORT 

H & H Aviation has moved into its new quarters on the 
Columbia Metropolitan Airport. The new hangar and o~rices 
are located just east or the new terminal building. They 
also have 30 new enclosed T-hangars located adjacent to the 
main hangar. Plans are being made ror an open house to be 
held soon. 

The Columbia Tower has also moved to a new location. It 
is reported that the old tower swayed too much in the high 
winds and the tower personnel are now operating from a small 
mobile unit located near the center of the airport. 

Miller Aviation is making plans ror construction or a 
new hangar and office area also. 

AOPA PLANTATION PARTY 

The AOPA Plantation Party held in Las Vegas, Nevada, last 
week was one of the largest meetings ever attended by air
craft owners and pilots. Early reports showed over 1200 
transient aircraft and approximately 2500 persons were re
gistered. South Carolina was well represented with a number 
or pilots taking advantage or the excellent weather to make 
the trip out West. In addition to attending the meetings 
and fabulous floor shows, over 300 pilots took advantage or 
the opportunity to improve their flight proficiency in the 
many courses offered by the AOPA Foundation. 

Many new aircraft were on display in the parking lot of 
the Dunes Hotel, and the second floor exhibit room was filled 
with exhibits from all the major manufacturers. 

In making the trip West ror the first time in seven years 
one could not help but be impressed with the tremendous up
grading that has taken place in general aviation operations. 
At eight out or nine stops the service and facilities were 
excellent and all personnel from the line boys and girls up 
to the managers were most helpful and courteous. 

In Midland Aviation's 1955 APACHE the flight took ~ourtee: 
hours each way, but it was fourteen hours or real comfort and 
care~ree flying. 

I~ you have never attended one or these meetings it would 
be well worthwhile to begin to make plans now to attend next 
year's Plantation Party. 
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The following important notices were received from Ed 
Reuther, Acting Supervising Inspector, of the Columbia GADO. 

During the months of April, May, and J une 1965 , there was 
a total of 57 f l ight s by civ il and military aircra ft repor t ed 
over the Savannah River Pro j e ct near Augusta, Georgia. This 
area is shown on the Savannah Se ctional Chart as R-6004, a 
restricted area, altitude unlimited and time continuous. The 
World Aeronautical Chart for that area is also carrying this 
information. Due to unseen hazards which are extremely 
_9angerous to all aircraft, all pilots must av.oid this area 
a..t all times. 

Not only is flight over this area dangerous, but is con
trary to Section 91.95 of the Federal Aviation Regulations. 
Infraction of this regulation will be investigated in each 
instance and appropriate action taken. 

Attent ion is called to FAR 47 .41 regarding cancellation 
of the regist r a tion c ertif icate upon sale of a n a ircraft . 
Operators seem aware of FAR 91.27 requir ing a registration 
certificate issued to the owner, however, we are finding a 
growing frequency in failures to comply with FAR 47.41. Air
craft owners have certain responsibilities under the FAR 
{FAR 91.163 and 91.173, for instance), and cancellation of 
the registration certificate is the only way to be relieved 
of this responsibility. 


